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Your Situation

You have some kickass technology, well regarded by DOD, want or need to enter 
the commercial market, but …

The possibilities for the technology are endless …

Each possibility feels daunting …

You’ve never done this before!

What steps should you take to enter and succeed in commercial markets?



Why Enter Commercial Markets?

Pros

● Much larger opportunity than DOD.
● Easier to enter and win (not always).

Cons

● Disjointed customer requirements.
● Speed of the market.



Commercial Success Factors

The key to commercial success is FOCUS, FAMILIARITY & FASTIDIOUSNESS.

● Focus on 1-2 core market segments and the jobs you help get done in those 
segments allocates resources on activities required to generate traction.

● Intimate familiarity with customers within these core segments (who you 
serve, why, what compels them to buy, how they buy, etc.) creates traction.

● Accuracy and attention to detail wins the trust of early customers, while 
attention to delivering value / their desired outcomes creates references.

Relentless focus on the customer and their jobs to be done wins the game.



Steps To Take

Identify a 
beachhead 
commercial 

market

Build your business 
case (BMC, value 

proposition canvas, 
financial plan)

Find and allocate 
resources (assets, 
people, partners, 

funding)

Execute at speed, 
and pivot quickly if 
the market proves 

too challenging
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What Is Market Opportunity Analysis?

Market opportunity analysis is a critical exercise when companies are trying to 
decide whether or not to enter a new market—or exit markets they are already in.

Market opportunity analysis involves studying the size of the market, the 
competition, and the potential for success.

Doing market opportunity analysis is an essential part of doing business and can 
help companies achieve greater success in new markets.



Analysis vs. No Analysis

When entering new markets (or your first market as a startup), the goal is to reach 
critical mass within key customer segments in as short a time as practical.

No-analysis blind alleys, partner negotiations, and customer complaints bog a 
company down if they don’t sort out a clear opportunity path from the start.

Second and third movers capitalize on the mistakes of others to get more 
customers for less cost.

No-analysis may feel like moving fast, but actually generates more heat than light.  



Common Market Analysis Frameworks

Market analysis is not difficult but does require time and effort – and 
applying a full framework to every opportunity has poor ROI.

PESTEL 
ANALYSIS

5-FORCES ANALYSIS



When Should You Analyze Markets?

Market opportunity analysis is critical whenever a company is considering entering 
a new market. 

However, even if new market entry isn't being considered, companies should 
continuously be monitoring and analyzing their current market for new 
opportunities and threats.

Most companies will do a quick market scan every quarter, and a prioritization 
exercise every six months (as part of their FP&A/budgeting process).



Why Should You Prioritize Markets?

Market prioritization helps companies determine where to focus limited time and 
resources to generate meaningful traction and metrics that appeal to investors and 
other stakeholders.

Regular prioritization gives the company clarity that it is focusing on the most 
promising opportunities, addressing any fear of missing out (FOMO).

Regular prioritization allows companies to stay on top of key competitive and 
market trends - challenging and strengthening the company’s product roadmap 
and go-to-market plan. 



A Simple Approach To Market Opportunity Analysis

Prioritize

Discover

Analyze

Describe as many situations where your product could 
be used, and how (use cases) - in two lines or less.

Identify 10 or fewer cases with clear need, answer 6 
questions for each, and choose 1-2 to pursue now.

Conduct in-depth analysis (5-Forces, PESTEL, SWOT, 
etc.) only for cases to pursue now.
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Opportunity Prioritization Framework

Define the Opportunity Set Map Relative Attractiveness Identify where to Focus

© wheretoplay.co



Step 1: Define the Opportunity Set (Use Cases)

1. Describe what your product does / what jobs your product helps get done.

2. Describe who (what roles, in what industries) might use your product, and 
why (i.e. what value might these roles get out of using your product).

These use cases are your opportunity set.
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What jobs the product 
helps get done 

Who might use 
the product
(Opportunities)
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Law Enforcement Defense Advertising/Marketing Finance & IT Companies

Knowing the person being 
served a warrant is actually 
present at a location, and 
who else might be around 
them can greatly reduce the 
possibility of an undesired 
confrontation.

A hidden WiFi camera can 
give away a soldier’s 
position - they need to know 
exactly what devices are in 
an area so that they don’t 
walk into a trap.

Knowing the location of all 
WiFi devices in my store to 
within inches allows me to 
deliver ads relevant to the 
merchandise located near 
these devices (as long as 
device has opted in).

Unethical actors could use 
unauthorized devices to 
record trade secrets or 
knowhow while visiting R&D 
facilities, attending 
commercial or investment 
review meetings, etc.

Hackhunter can locate & track wifi 
signals associated with a specific 
device, which could be used to track 
individuals (being served a warrant, 
as an example).

Hackhunter can detect & track 
malicious devices that are not 
supposed to be in an area, preventing 
unauthorized surveillance and 
exposure of sensitive data.

Hackhunter can identify anomalous 
behavior - abnormal communication 
patterns within an area that could 
indicate attempts at hacking, 
espionage, or other risky behavior. 

Describe what jobs your product helps get done

Describe who might use your product, and why



Step 2: For each use case, answer 6 key questions

1. How many are likely to use your product (market size & growth)?

2. Is there a compelling reason to buy your product (are you filling an unmet need 
with an effective solution that is better than current solutions)?

3. Are they willing and able to pay an economically viable price for your product, and 
stick with the product once they have purchased it?

4. Are there major obstacles to delivering the product to market (product 
development / sales / distribution difficulties, funding challenges)?

5. How long will it take for revenue to materialize (market maturity/sales cycle)?

6. Are there external risks to adoption (competitive threats, 3rd party dependencies, 
or other barriers to adoption)?



Opportunity: Law Enforcement

Not unmet need, but product 
superior to other solutions

Only thousands of police 
departments, not all will adopt

Regular budget item (though 
capex);  high GM possible

product available & fits need; 
need resellers for traction

Long, relationship driven sales 
cycle; overcome by resellers

Unique solution for job being 
done (track individuals)
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Opportunity: Advertising/Marketing

Better data than IPS but needs 
backend integration

Could enable targeted, location 
based ads in millions of stores

Prospects able to pay, but 
industry very price sensitive

Current product not fit for 
purpose; lots of dev $ required

Prospects have been burned 
before; crowded market

© wheretoplay.co

Long, relationship driven sales 
cycle; overcome by resellers



Opportunity Attractiveness Map

Law Enforcement

Govt & Defense

Advertising / 
Marketing

CHALLENGE
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Search & Rescue
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ManagementTSCM Retail

AirBnB/Hotels

MSSP



Step 3: Identify where to focus

1. Choose ONE opportunity to pursue now - ideally a high potential, low 
challenge opportunity. 

2. Identify the extent to which the product and market requirements for other 
opportunities are related to your primary opportunity.

3. Keep opportunities that are highly related and require low effort to service 
open as growth opportunities - pursue now if resources are available.

4. Keep attractive markets that are related but do not share major risks with 
your primary market open as backups that you could pivot into if needed. 



Law enforcement

Govt & Defense IT and Financial 
Services Cos.

Advertising / 
Marketing
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○ 15 min - answer the 6 questions for your primary market (template)
○ 15 min - discuss the value of rapid-fire market analysis
○ 15 min - AMA on opportunity prioritization





Questions for Breakout Discussion

What were the biggest challenges of this rapid-fire activity?

How would you use this on a regular basis? Is your team already using a similar 
process? What tool is your team currently using? How might you integrate this into 
your current work?

How valuable was this?

How hard to fill it out in a short time frame?


